You gave the gifts of Hope & the Gospel in 2019!
Because I serve on the board of Joni and Friends, I always get a ‘first look’ at the fruit of our outreach for the year. And 2019 has been amazing! A record number of disabled people and their families were introduced to Jesus Christ through Wheels for the World, Family Retreats, and more. And I saw it happen firsthand!

This summer, Joni and I prayed with special-needs couples whose marriages were dramatically rescued at Family Retreats. I saw my wife personally counsel several depressed teenagers in wheelchairs – judging from their smiles afterward, she’s got some new friends! And then, I signed up on a Wheels for the World outreach to Thailand where I had a blast as a wheelchair mechanic, sweating over each wheelchair to make it perfect for every child with a disability! The best part was seeing the smiles on each face, especially when we prayed with these kids and gave them children’s Bibles in the Thai language!

Almost every day as we drive in our van to and from Joni and Friends, my wife and I spend time praying together and praising God. We ask that every Gospel seed will sink deep into the hearts of the people we’ve served. And we praise God for you. Through your prayers and giving, you are helping Joni and her Friends shine Jesus’ light into terribly dark places around the world, giving life-changing hope to people like this boy in the photo and his family!

Summing it up, it’s been an astounding 40 years (and I’ve served alongside Joni here at the ministry for most of those years). My wife and I can’t wait to see what God will do in the future! Thank you for serving in the name of Christ alongside us as we head into the next decade of amazing outreach!

joniandfriends.org/100kby2020

Join Us Now!

Donate  Volunteer  Fundraise

Only 18,241 Wheelchairs to Go!

So we can deliver our 200,000th wheelchair by 2020!

In 2015, we invited you to join our Hope Overflowing Campaign! Because the need for wheelchairs is so great worldwide, together with your prayers and support, we’re on track to send another 100,000 wheelchairs to disabled children and adults by the end of 2020. The gift of a wheelchair enables a child to go to school, or an adult to go to work and support their family. Most importantly, you give them hope, dignity, and the gift of eternity by providing a Bible (included with every wheelchair given) in their language and local pastors share the Gospel with every wheelchair recipient and their family.

So many disabled children and adults are waiting for the gift of a wheelchair and Bible. Join us today in this bold, God-inspired vision!

$150 sends a restored adult wheelchair
$220 sends a brand-new pediatric wheelchair

While we are close to reaching this milestone, the need is so much greater. Millions of people with disabilities around the world are waiting for a wheelchair and the hope of Jesus!

Thank You for Celebrating with Joni!

“This past October marked another milestone for Joni—her 70th birthday! I invited you to join in the celebration and we received a great response of birthday notes in her honor! Thank you for making Joni’s 70th birthday truly unforgettable!”

– Ken Tada
You Left a Legacy in 2019!

Wheels for the World™

“Thank you for joining Jesus in standing at the right hand of these disabled children, for their salvation, and for their confidence in the One who rises up from His Throne on their behalf!”

— Joni Eareckson Tada

And whoever welcomes a little child like this in My name welcomes Me.

MATTHEW 18: 5

…the Lord stands at the right hand of the needy one.

PSALM 109:31

Amezash from Ghana

Puumi from Thailand

Denisa from Romania

Louie from Haiti
You Left a Legacy in 2019! 

**Family Retreat**

Savannah felt loved by everyone, and was overflowing with joy at Family Retreat.

LillyAnn and her Short-Term-Missionary

Alessia at International Family Retreat in El Salvador

Endale enjoys a special bonding time with Ken and Joni during Family Retreat!

Do not withhold good from those who deserve it when it’s in your power to help them. 

PROVERBS 3:27
We gratefully acknowledge contributions given in memory or in honor of loved ones to further ministry in the disability community.

CAROL KLINGSMITH
AMY JORDAN
JENKINS
MICHA, SOPHIA & ELSIE
DANIEL, MELISSA, MATTHEW,
MICA, SOPHIA & ELSIE

To give a gift in memory of a loved one or in honor of a special occasion, visit joniandfriends.org/donate or contact

IN HONOR/Given By

JOSHUA LASER
CAROLYN LASER
KIM LOVETT
DONNA ARNOLD
ERIK MARSCHEL
HOWARD & GLORIA MARSCHEL
RIDLEY MAULSBY
SCOTT & CARRIE MAULSBY
JOHN NUNNFOD
WILLIAM NUNN
MIMI PANGYAM
MARYLYN PANG YAM
STEPHANIE PAYNE & SHIRLEY BOUNDS
LORETTA POLYDOROS
ANNA CATE RAKBE
RICHARD & JOYCE MORNEAU
SARAH REED
DENISE ANDERSON
NATHAN ROACH
KATHY WHITE
JONI EARLECKSON TADA
SAMUEL & CAROLINE EICHLEBERGER
SCOTT & DONNA TRIMBLE
KELLY TAYLOR
SCOTT HOLVERSON
CARMEN WOOD-THOMPSON
PAIGE GREENE
TONYA LANCE
SULLIVAN TOW
KEVIN & HEIDI TOW
JAY RAMSEY
CAROL OTERO
MIHAL SPIEGEL
CAROL OTERO
AIDAN, ROSE, MATTHEW, NICK, ELI & LANA WHITAKER
AMY WHITAKER
RAY & HEATHER WHITE
BEATRICE HAHN
TRACIE WILLIAMS
MARK & KRISTI DUNNON

IN MEMORY/Given By

MARY AUBREY
ANDREA CARAN
JULIET ABRAHAM
JENNIFER BERTOLINI
LEE BALDWIN
NORA JOYNER
CHERIE K. BIRCHLER
GEORGE PETERS
EDWARD & ELISABETH LEUTWILER
ALICE KUBE
VELMA BOVEY
CAROLYN BURKHARDT
RICHARD & JUDE BUSH
RICHARD & CHERYL BLAIR
PAULA FAULKNER
LINDA MCCRACTEN
ROSE MARIE FILIPOVICH
MICHAEL FILIPOVICH
LORETTA FLAWS
NANCY FLAWS
LINDA FRANKENBERRY
MARGO BROWN
BEVERLY BROWN
HARTLEY HARRISON BROWN
MABEL ROE
RICHARD & MARY GOUGH
CALVIN & LYDIA TAKARA
MARGO BROWN
BEVERLY BROWN
ROSANNE BUCKMAN
DIANE HALIBIUK
ANDY BURKE
RICHARD HARRIS
THOMAS KONOZT
CHARLIE
JERRY & HELAYNE WEISSMAN
KIMBERLEY COBB
ALICE COBB RODGERS

AMANDA, KRISTAL & ERIK CONRY
PAT COLLINS
NOAH JAY COX
JERRY & TAMMY COX
ALLINE CROWDER
SARA GREEN
JAMES & NORMA PATRICK
JIM & JO PATRICK
SCOTTY & CAROL CROWDER
RJ'S OUTFIT Service, Inc.
BILLYE DALLAS
PEAR ORCHARD PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
WEBB DAVIS
JOE & CARYL DAVIS

CHYNNHA DEESE
AMY CURRIN
BRIAN & NANCY GILLISPEE
DOUGLAS & LISA GOFORTH
DENNICE GOUDIE
SYBIL LOSPORT
FRANK PIETRAS
SABRINA QUERY
ISABELLA SANTOS

MARGO BROWN
BEVERLY BROWN
HARTLEY HARRISON BROWN
MABEL ROE
RICHARD & MARY GOUGH
CALVIN & LYDIA TAKARA
MARGO BROWN
BEVERLY BROWN
ROSANNE BUCKMAN
DIANE HALIBIUK
ANDY BURKE
RICHARD HARRIS
THOMAS KONOZT
CHARLIE
JERRY & HELAYNE WEISSMAN
KIMBERLEY COBB
ALICE COBB RODGERS

WINONA PAGE
BECKY SULLIVAN
MARIE THERESE PANGYAM
MARYLYN PANG YAM
IRENE POONARIAN
JERRY & HELAYNE WEISSMAN
HARRISON PRINS
DEBA PRINS
JACK RANDALL
WILLIAM B. STOKELY JR. FOUNDATION
PAUL REED
MILLEE REED
RACHEL LYNN RUSSELL
JOHN & MARJORIE RUSELL
RANDY STANSBURY
KELLE STANSBURY
JOHN REITSMAN
GERTRUDE VERBOEVEN
FLORENCE SCHAFFER
HILARY SCHAFFER
RAFAEL & SOCORRO LOPEZ,
ELIAS & JUANITA SANCHEZ
MRS. SOCORRO GONZALEZ
GRENIVE A. SEVILEY
WILLSON SEVILEY
BENJAMIN CLYDE SHIRLEY
DEBRAH YELLOWHORSE
LARRY SHULTZ
JENNIFER BERTOLINI
FRANK D. SIMS
CAROLINA SIMS
PAULA SPINELLI
BEN & GLORIA MIKELS
RUTH SPRING
KEVIN SPRING
BENJAMIN TEMTE
DONALD & LYNNAE WINN
GWEN THAYER
NARAYA HANES
FRANCOIS TRILLES
DENNY & LISA SEWELL
MARVIN VAN DYK
HOLLY VAN DYK
SUSAN WEBB
STEVEN ROBINSON
LYNN WHEELER
SUSAN BURCH
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**Cradle to the Cross**

**Interior Message:**
From the Cradle to the Cross, Jesus is Lord of All. May the Good News of His Birth bring you Hope and Joy this Christmas Season! Merry Christmas!

Available exclusively from Joni and Friends.
- 5 1/4" x 7 3/4"
- Red Foil Detail on Exterior
- 15 Cards
- 16 White Envelopes
$12 BC31

**Peace on Earth**

**Interior Message:**
This Christmas, May the Prince of Peace Fill your heart and home With His joy and love. Glory to the Newborn King!

Available exclusively from Joni and Friends.
- 5 1/4" x 7 3/4"
- Silver Foil Detail on Exterior
- 15 Cards
- 16 White Envelopes
$12 BC30

---

**The Story Behind the Artwork**

“I pray that you, too, will see how the cradle leads to the cross. Take a moment to reflect on how Jesus’ birth must be celebrated in the context of His death and resurrection. For only then does His Advent into our dark world have meaning. “She will give birth to a son, and you are to give him the name Jesus, because he will save his people from their sins” (Matthew 1:21).”

Joni Eareckson Tada

**Cradle to the Cross Art Print**

11x14
$20 AP044
A Great Christmas Gift for Friends and Family!
Special-Anniversary Joni 2020 Planner

Available exclusively from Joni and Friends.
Scripture, inspiring messages, and quotes from Joni throughout the Planner.

Product Details:
- Size: 7”W x 9”H
- NIV Scripture text
- 12-month agenda planner
- Updated content for monthly and weekly sections
- Chronological Bible Reading Plan
- Gold foil accents on cover
- Gold spiral binding
- Weekly layout begins on Sunday of each week
- Interior 2 pocket pages
- Lay-flat design
- Product by Joni and Friends

$16 CP2020

Every purchase you make from Joni and Friends goes to support disability ministry!